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Multiple Pathways to Graduation (HB 1599) 

All students prepared for postsecondary 

pathways, careers, and civic engagement. 

Multiple pathways to graduation is one of the ways OSPI is delivering on its promise that all students 
are prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers and civic engagement. 

These outcomes aren’t independent of each other: all students deserve access to all of these 
outcomes. 
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Multiple Pathways – Building off success 

Planning That Matters 

• High School & Beyond Plans 

• Informing junior year 
courses 

• IEPs and HSBP aligned 

• Academic acceleration 

Solid Instructional Foundation 

• Basic education core subject 
areas 

• Expanded CTE equivalencies 

• Additional flexibility through 
two credit waiver 

We started by building off of things that are working well for students already: Planning that matters 
to students through the HSBP, and quality instruction. 

Multiple pathways only works for students if students are fully engaged in exploring, understanding, 
and choosing a pathway that meets their aspirations. 

The HSBP continues to be strengthened by focusing on equitable access to supports for planning 
and creating a pause point between the sophomore and junior year where students are able to 
make choices around the pathways they’d like to pursue. 

We are also continuing to invest in equity for our students who have Individualized Education Plans 
by requiring alignment between IEPs and HSBPs, and ensuring the trained adults helping other 
students complete their HSBPs are also helping students with IEPs. 

We are creating more flexibility inside of the 24 credit graduation requirement by continuing to 
expand CTE courses which also meet the content requirements of basic education core subject 
areas. Local districts also have more flexibility in waiving non-core credits for students. 

This could mean that students can be taking more than just 1 credit of CTE, or have an imbedded 
work experience, and still be meeting the instructional requirement while accessing quality CTE 
programming. Or that students who have experienced strenuous family or personal situations, but 
have completed their core subject area requirements, might not have to be denied a high school 
diploma. 

More information on the changes to the HSBP, see HB 1599 sections 103 (description of the 
required elements of HSBP), 502 (requirement that academic acceleration is informed by HSBP), 504 
(development of a list of electronic HSBP platforms and requirement that districts make on available 
to studnets by 2020-21 school year). 
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Training niversity 

areers & Service 

Career Technical Education 

Assessments or Courses 
(ELA and Math) 

Armed Services Battery 

Multiple Pathways – Ticket to the next step 

We believe that each student, regardless of their pathway, should have access to education, 
training, career and civic life after high school. We know that these outcomes aren’t discrete. 

For example, that Washington’s high quality Career and Technical Education courses provide access 
not only to college-level education after high school but also to jobs and careers, and the ability to 
serve ones’ community. The same goes for our students choosing the military as their next step: 
these students have access to high education, workforce preparation and service. 

A requirement for any of Washington’s graduation pathway is that it provides access to each of 
those outcomes. 

Building off of the HSBP and quality instruction across core academic areas, completing a graduation 
pathway helps prepare students for what comes after high school graduation. It also signals to 
employers and postsecondary education/training institutions a student’s readiness for that step. 



               

 

  
  
  

     
 
    

    

                   
     

                
  

              
       

               

                
   

                   
                

              
  

              
      

                  
          

            
  

             

• Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery 

• Sequence of career technical courses 

• Transition courses 

• AP / IB / Cambridge courses 

• Dual credit courses 

• ACT or SAT 

• Smarter Balance Assessment 

All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement June 2019 | 4 

What counts? 

More information about what we know as of June 2019 for each of these pathways is later in the 
presentation. Here is a broad overview: 

Many of the pathways codified in HB 1599 were existing options to students. The pathways are 
understood to be 
• Meeting standard on the HS assessment continues to have value in demonstrating a students’ 

readiness for the next step after high school. 

• ACT and SAT continue to be used by colleges and universities around the country for 
admissions. 

• If a student completes a dual credit course in ELA and in math, they have already 
demonstrated their college readiness. 

• Passing a rigorous AP, IB or Cambridge courses in ELA and in math also is a good signal of 
readiness. By not requiring students to take the test to access this pathway, we limit the 
potential that inequity in access to the proprietary exams will keep students from benefiting 
from this pathway. 

• Courses developed specifically to accelerate a student who has not yet meet standards also 
count, such as Bridge to College Courses. 

• A sequence (two or more) of CTE courses which allow the student earn either dual credit or an 
industry recognized credential and which leads to the workforce, apprenticeship or 
postsecondary education. Core Plus programming also qualifies. SBE will establish cut scores 
for the ASVAB 

The description of these pathways can be found in Section 201 of HB 1599. 
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Students with IEPs 

• Certificate of Individual Achievement available through 
Class of 2021 

• All students can use new pathways, including student 
receiving special education supports 

• WA-AIM available for students with significant cognitive 
challenges 

OSPI believes the new pathways will work for all our students in helping them access postsecondary 
pathways, careers and civic engagement. 

Because many members of the Class of 2021 with IEPs already began or completed their required 
transition plan for high school graduation, which may have included measures different than the 
SBA or the new pathways to show career and college readiness, we wanted to honor that work. 

The existing option for students with IEPs, called the Certificate of Individual Achievement, 
continues to be made available as a qualifying graduation pathway through the Class of 2021. (sec. 
104 of HB 1599) 

We want to stress though that the new multiple pathways to graduation will likely work for many of 
our students with IEPs and that they are able to access them as well. 

For our students with significant cognitive challenges, the Washington Assessment to Instruction 
and Measurement or WA-AIM is also continued as a graduation pathway option. (Sec. 119 of HB 
1599) 
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Expedited 
assessment waiver 

available 

Students not 
required to attempt 
alternatives prior to 
accessing the waiver 

Class of 2019 – What to know 

The expedited assessment waiver that was available for recent graduating classes is now available 
for the class of 2019. (Sec. 102 of HB 1599) 

A key difference is that students are not required to attempt alternatives. 

OSPI's website is up-to-date with how to submit the waiver application for students. It is largely the 
same process that districts have used in prior years. 
here: http://www.k12.wa.us/assessment/GraduationAlternatives/ExpeditedAppeals.aspx 

http://www.k12.wa.us/assessment/GraduationAlternatives/ExpeditedAppeals.aspx
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All pathways, 
including SBA, are 

available to all 
students 

Waiver continues to 
be available for 

students not able to 
complete a pathway 

Class of 2020 – What to know 

Beginning with next year's seniors, all pathways are available as an option for all students, to the 
extent that a students' district is able to offer each of the different pathways. 

The waiver will be available for the Class of 2020 (Sec. 102 of HB 1599). This last year of the waiver 
will cushion students as districts work on the identification of existing opportunities and expansion 
into additional pathways to graduation, especially as we wait for additional rule making to help 
further define the pathways. 

OSPI's website is up-to-date with how to submit the waiver application for students 
here: http://www.k12.wa.us/assessment/GraduationAlternatives/ExpeditedAppeals.aspx 

http://www.k12.wa.us/assessment/GraduationAlternatives/ExpeditedAppeals.aspx
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Collection of Evidence (Local) 
& GPA Comparison 
• Students successfully completing either COE-Local or 

the GPA comparison before the end of the 2018-19 
school year may use those alternatives to satisfy 
graduation requirements (including Class of 2020) 

• 2019-20, COE-Local courses can qualify for required 
ELA or math HS credit, in alignment with district policy 

The Collection of Evidence – Local and the GPA comparison alternate assessments are available 
through the 2018-19 school year. 

Any student in the class of 2020 who has successfully completed either of these options before the 
end of the 2018-19 school year (this year) are able to use them as qualifying alternate assessments. 

COE – local courses already programmed for the 2019-20 school year cannot be used as a qualifying 
alternate to graduation requirements, but can be offered for content-specific credit if allowable 
through district policy. 

Questions? Contact Deb Came, Asst. Superintendent of Student Information and Assessment. 
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HS courses in middle school 

• Change in statute: credit is automatically transcribed to 
HS transcript unless students and their family opt out. 

• This part of the law goes into effect end of July 2019 

• Policy and procedure for doing so will be established at 
the local level. 

Section 103 of HB 1599 changes the procedure for awarding HS credit for courses completed in 
middle school. Families and students must now opt out, rather than opt in, to having this credit 
transcribed. 

Districts will need to determine locally how to bring this change into practice. Local policies 
regarding the addition or removal of courses to high school transcripts may need to be reviewed in 
order to comply with this change. 

High school courses completed by middle school students beginning in the 2019-2020 school year 
and beyond fall under this change in statute. High school courses completed by middle school 
students prior to the 2019-2020 school year are not required to automatically apply to a student’s 
graduation requirements and high school transcript unless requested by the student and their 
family. 
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High School and Beyond Plan 

• Most changes about how the plan is used; new content 
requirements include FAFSA / WASFA information 

• Districts must make an electronic HSBP available by 
2020-21 school year 

• OSPI must create a list of acceptable electronic HSBP 
platforms for districts to choose from 

Sec. 103 describes changes to the HSBP. 

There is only one new content area added to the HSBP. There must be evidence that the student 
received information on federal and state financial aid programs, including information about the 
required documentation, timelines for completion, information specific to students who are or have 
been in foster care or who are or are at risk of being homeless, and opportunities to participate in 
help sessions to complete the applications. 

The new law requires the plan to inform junior year course taking, that plans be aligned with a 
student's IEP and supported by the same educators who support the development of the HSBP for 
students without an IEP, and that it include information to guide academic acceleration for 
students. 

Sec. 504 requires OSPI to create a list of available electronic platforms for the HSBP. 

The platforms must allow students to create, personalize and revise their HSBP; provide appropriate 
access to educators and families; allow for portability between platforms so HSBP can move with 
students. 
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Mastery-based workgroup 

• Builds off of OSPI’s report on competency-based 
assessment, due to legislature in November 2019 

• SBE will staff the group 

• Members are defined in statute 

The State Board of Education is charge to staff a workgroup focusing on mastery based education 
(Sec. 301 of HB 1599). 

The workgroup shall examine opportunities to increase student access to mastery-based pathways 
aligned with postsecondary goals of students. 

Interim report due December 1, 2019. Final report due December 1, 2020. 
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Academic acceleration policy 

• Amends existing statute to require each district to adopt 
an academic acceleration policy by 2021-22 school year 

• Requires any course students are automatically enrolled in 
to be aligned with goals in their HSBP 

RCW 28A.320.195 is amended (Sec. 502 of HB 1599) to require, rather than provide the option that, 
school districts adopt an academic acceleration policy for high school students. 

Policies must be adopted by 2021-22. 

The requirement to align this policy with a student’s actual goals in their HSBP is a critical addition, 
which will help ensure students are accelerated down pathways that are meaningful to them and 
appropriate to their goals. 

WSSDA will be working to amend their model policy and provide support to school boards. 



     

                  
                  

     

              
               

   

What we know about the 
pathways 

HB 1599 directs the State Board of Education to adopt rules for each of the pathways, which they 
plan to undertake through the summer and fall of 2019. There are some things we know about the 
pathways based on the law itself. 

Importantly, the expedited waiver is extended through the Class of 2020, meaning students can 
continue to use it while more information about the qualifications of the various pathways is 
developed and disseminated. 
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Expanding access to pathways 

• State Board of Education “shall adopt rules to 
implement the graduation pathways options” (Sec. 201) 

• Inventorying current availability of pathways, planning 
for growth 

• OSPI developing guidance regarding each pathway in 
collaboration with field 

OSPI is working hard to ensure that districts and schools get the information and resources they 
need to implement multiple pathways to graduation. 

SBE will be updating graduation requirement WACs collaboratively. This is particularly important for 
CTE and ASVAB as these are new pathways. Guidance regarding these pathways will be ongoing 
through the summer and fall. 

Important to remember that several of the pathways were existing alternatives and likely will not 
see much change (ACT/SAT, SBA cut scores, AP/IB/Cambridge, Transition courses). 

OSPI will be looking to inventory the existing access to the multiple pathways for students across the 
state in order to identify barriers and gaps, and then align state-level resources to help ensure 
equitable access to students across the state to all the pathways. 
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Smarter Balanced Assessment 

• Must use the graduation standard established by SBE 

• This is currently the same standard used in prior years. 

HB 1599 specifies that the statewide high school assessment graduation standard established by the 
State Board of Education is the threshold. Currently, this is the same standard used in prior years. 
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Dual Credit Courses 

• Must generate both HS and college credit 

• Student must pass the course 

• Typically Running Start or College in the High School courses 

The course must generate both high school and college credit (100 level or above), and the student 
must qualify for the college credit (pass the course). These courses would be offered through 
Running Start, College in the High School, or possibly CTE Dual Credit, and are understood to be 
inside ELA or math content areas. Guidance regarding which specific courses count will be 
dependent on the rules developed by the State Board of Education. 
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Transition Courses 

• Currently only Bridge to College courses fit under this 
category 

• Collection of Evidence Courses (Local) do not qualify as a 
transition course under the law 

• Successful completion of a COE-Local course and 
assessment in the 2018-19 school year qualifies for 
graduation requirements for Classes of 2019 and 2020 

Currently, only approved Bridge to College courses fit under this category. The law defines a 
transition course, and it is only those courses where successful completion by a high school student 
ensures the student receives college-level placement at participating institutions of higher 
education. Criteria for Bridge to College include a higher education placement agreement. 

COE-Local courses may count as a graduation alternative for students in the Class of 2019 IF the 
student passed the COE-Local assessment (and associated course) during the 2018–19 school year. 
Similarly, a student in the Class of 2020 could use COE-Local to meet the graduation requirement IF 
they passed the COE-Local assessment (and associated course) during the 2018–19 school year. 
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AP / IB / Cambridge Courses 

• Not required to take the associated test; must have a C+ 
or better grade 

• A 3 or better AP exam score or a 4 or better IB exam 
score also qualifies 

• Several courses are identified by name in the statute. 

Students are not required to take the assessment associated with the AP, IB, or Cambridge course 
they enroll in to meet this pathway requirement. A student can either earn a C+ or better grade in 
the course or earn a 3 or higher on the AP exam or a 4 or higher on the IB exam. 

The law specifies that for ELA, the AP English Language and Composition Literature, 
Macroeconomics, Microeconomics, Psychology, U.S. History, World History, U.S. Government and 
Politics, and Comparative Government courses work, as well as any of the Individuals and Societies 
courses in the IB catalog. 

For math, AP Statistics, Computer Science, Computer Science Principles, and Calculus count, as well 
as any of the Mathematics courses in the IB catalog. 

The law does not specify Cambridge International courses beyond “English Language Arts and 
Mathematics.” 
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ACT or SAT 

• Must meet identified cut scores 

• This is currently the same standard used in prior years. 

The current cut scores are available on the OSPI website. The State Board of Education may update 
these scores in the future. 
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Combining pathways 

• Students can combine SBA, co-enrollment, transition 
courses, AP / IB / Cambridge and ACT or SAT to meet the 
ELA and math requirements for those specific pathways 

• Example: Combine a College in the High School math 
course with an ELA Smarter Balanced score 

A student can use any combination of the Smarter Balanced Assessment, dual credit, transition 
courses, AP/IB/Cambridge, and ACT or SAT scores to meet the ELA and math requirements of those 
pathways. 

For example, a student may combine an AP Statistics course with their SBA score in ELA. The other 
pathways, a CTE sequence and the ASVAB, cannot be combined with to demonstrate readiness. 
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Sequence of CTE Courses 

• Much still to be determined through collaborative rule 
writing with SBE and guidance from OSPI’s CTE shop 

• Courses must be a sequence (build upon each other) and 
offer either dual credit or an industry recognized credential 

• Core Plus branded programs automatically qualify 

The CTE pathway is the most exciting addition to the new graduation pathways; nothing like it has 
been done before in Washington state. The State Board of Education will provide more information 
about this pathway through rulemaking, which will drive additional assistance to the field. 

The law provides some guidance that is helpful for districts to consider while additional information 
and technical assistance is being developed. The CTE courses must be a sequence, which is defined 
in a related statute (RCW 28A.700.030) as a progression of multiple courses which are technically 
intensive and rigorous. 

The sequence of courses must also allow students to either earn dual credit or an industry 
recognized credential; and the CTE courses must lead to employment, postsecondary education, 
and/or an apprenticeship. OSPI is working on a process to develop a list of qualifying industry 
recognized credentials in order to support this pathway. 

If the sequence of courses meets the curriculum requirements of Core Plus, that also qualifies for 
the CTE graduation pathway. 
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ASVAB 

• Intent is to align with entrance requirements with military 
services 

• SBE will provide clarifying language through rules. 

The intent of the legislation for this pathway is to meet the entrance requirements for the military 
services. The State Board of Education will be clarifying the language for this pathway through their 
rule writing. More information will be coming throughout 2019. 
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Resources 

• OSPI website 
http://www.k12.wa.us/GraduationRequirements/HB1599.aspx 

• SBE website 
http://www.sbe.wa.gov/our-work/graduation-requirements 

The work of implementation is on-going and OSPI will continue to provide guidance to the field. 

OSPI has identified an implementation manager for this bill, Katherine Mahoney. You can reach her 
at Katherine.Mahoney@k12.wa.us 

mailto:Katherine.Mahoney@k12.wa.us
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	Section 103 of HB 1599 changes the procedure for awarding HS credit for courses completed in middle school. Families and students must now opt out, rather than opt in, to having this credit transcribed. 
	Districts will need to determine locally how to bring this change into practice. Local policies regarding the addition or removal of courses to high school transcripts may need to be reviewed in order to comply with this change. 
	High school courses completed by middle school students beginning in the 2019-2020 school year and beyond fall under this change in statute. High school courses completed by middle school students prior to the 2019-2020 school year are not required to automatically apply to a student’s graduation requirements and high school transcript unless requested by the student and their family. 
	June 2019 | 10 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement High School and Beyond Plan • Most changes about how the plan is used; new content requirements include FAFSA / WASFA information • Districts must make an electronic HSBP available by 2020-21 school year • OSPI must create a list of acceptable electronic HSBP platforms for districts to choose from 
	Sec. 103 describes changes to the HSBP. 
	There is only one new content area added to the HSBP. There must be evidence that the student received information on federal and state financial aid programs, including information about the required documentation, timelines for completion, information specific to students who are or have been in foster care or who are or are at risk of being homeless, and opportunities to participate in help sessions to complete the applications. 
	The new law requires the plan to inform junior year course taking, that plans be aligned with a student's IEP and supported by the same educators who support the development of the HSBP for students without an IEP, and that it include information to guide academic acceleration for students. 
	Sec. 504 requires OSPI to create a list of available electronic platforms for the HSBP. 
	The platforms must allow students to create, personalize and revise their HSBP; provide appropriate access to educators and families; allow for portability between platforms so HSBP can move with students. 
	June 2019 | 11 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Mastery-based workgroup • Builds off of OSPI’s report on competency-based assessment, due to legislature in November 2019 • SBE will staff the group • Members are defined in statute 
	The State Board of Education is charge to staff a workgroup focusing on mastery based education (Sec. 301 of HB 1599). 
	The workgroup shall examine opportunities to increase student access to mastery-based pathways aligned with postsecondary goals of students. 
	Interim report due December 1, 2019. Final report due December 1, 2020. 
	June 2019 | 12 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Academic acceleration policy • Amends existing statute to require each district to adopt an academic acceleration policy by 2021-22 school year • Requires any course students are automatically enrolled in to be aligned with goals in their HSBP 
	RCW 28A.320.195 is amended (Sec. 502 of HB 1599) to require, rather than provide the option that, school districts adopt an academic acceleration policy for high school students. 
	Policies must be adopted by 2021-22. 
	The requirement to align this policy with a student’s actual goals in their HSBP is a critical addition, which will help ensure students are accelerated down pathways that are meaningful to them and appropriate to their goals. 
	WSSDA will be working to amend their model policy and provide support to school boards. 
	What we know about the pathways 
	HB 1599 directs the State Board of Education to adopt rules for each of the pathways, which they plan to undertake through the summer and fall of 2019. There are some things we know about the pathways based on the law itself. 
	Importantly, the expedited waiver is extended through the Class of 2020, meaning students can continue to use it while more information about the qualifications of the various pathways is developed and disseminated. 
	June 2019 | 14 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Expanding access to pathways • State Board of Education “shall adopt rules to implement the graduation pathways options” (Sec. 201) • Inventorying current availability of pathways, planning for growth • OSPI developing guidance regarding each pathway in collaboration with field 
	OSPI is working hard to ensure that districts and schools get the information and resources they need to implement multiple pathways to graduation. 
	SBE will be updating graduation requirement WACs collaboratively. This is particularly important for CTE and ASVAB as these are new pathways. Guidance regarding these pathways will be ongoing through the summer and fall. 
	Important to remember that several of the pathways were existing alternatives and likely will not see much change (ACT/SAT, SBA cut scores, AP/IB/Cambridge, Transition courses). 
	OSPI will be looking to inventory the existing access to the multiple pathways for students across the state in order to identify barriers and gaps, and then align state-level resources to help ensure equitable access to students across the state to all the pathways. 
	June 2019 | 15 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Smarter Balanced Assessment • Must use the graduation standard established by SBE • This is currently the same standard used in prior years. 
	HB 1599 specifies that the statewide high school assessment graduation standard established by the State Board of Education is the threshold. Currently, this is the same standard used in prior years. 
	June 2019 | 16 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Dual Credit Courses • Must generate both HS and college credit • Student must pass the course • Typically Running Start or College in the High School courses 
	The course must generate both high school and college credit (100 level or above), and the student must qualify for the college credit (pass the course). These courses would be offered through Running Start, College in the High School, or possibly CTE Dual Credit, and are understood to be inside ELA or math content areas. Guidance regarding which specific courses count will be dependent on the rules developed by the State Board of Education. 
	June 2019 | 17 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Transition Courses • Currently only Bridge to College courses fit under this category • Collection of Evidence Courses (Local) do not qualify as a transition course under the law • Successful completion of a COE-Local course and assessment in the 2018-19 school year qualifies for graduation requirements for Classes of 2019 and 2020 
	Currently, only approved courses fit under this category. The law defines a transition course, and it is only those courses where successful completion by a high school student ensures the student receives college-level placement at participating institutions of higher education. Criteria for Bridge to College include a higher education placement agreement. 
	Bridge to College 

	COE-Local courses may count as a graduation alternative for students in the Class of 2019 IF the student passed the COE-Local assessment (and associated course) during the 2018–19 school year. Similarly, a student in the Class of 2020 could use COE-Local to meet the graduation requirement IF they passed the COE-Local assessment (and associated course) during the 2018–19 school year. 
	June 2019 | 18 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement AP / IB / Cambridge Courses • Not required to take the associated test; must have a C+ or better grade • A 3 or better AP exam score or a 4 or better IB exam score also qualifies • Several courses are identified by name in the statute. 
	Students are not required to take the assessment associated with the AP, IB, or Cambridge course they enroll in to meet this pathway requirement. A student can either earn a C+ or better grade in the course or earn a 3 or higher on the AP exam or a 4 or higher on the IB exam. 
	The law specifies that for ELA, the AP English Language and Composition Literature, Macroeconomics, Microeconomics, Psychology, U.S. History, World History, U.S. Government and Politics, and Comparative Government courses work, as well as any of the Individuals and Societies courses in the IB catalog. 
	For math, AP Statistics, Computer Science, Computer Science Principles, and Calculus count, as well as any of the Mathematics courses in the IB catalog. 
	The law does not specify Cambridge International courses beyond “English Language Arts and Mathematics.” 
	June 2019 | 19 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement ACT or SAT • Must meet identified cut scores • This is currently the same standard used in prior years. 
	The current cut scores are available on the OSPI website. The State Board of Education may update these scores in the future. 
	June 2019 | 20 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Combining pathways • Students can combine SBA, co-enrollment, transition courses, AP / IB / Cambridge and ACT or SAT to meet the ELA and math requirements for those specific pathways • Example: Combine a College in the High School math course with an ELA Smarter Balanced score 
	A student can use any combination of the Smarter Balanced Assessment, dual credit, transition courses, AP/IB/Cambridge, and ACT or SAT scores to meet the ELA and math requirements of those pathways. 
	For example, a student may combine an AP Statistics course with their SBA score in ELA. The other pathways, a CTE sequence and the ASVAB, cannot be combined with to demonstrate readiness. 
	June 2019 | 21 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Sequence of CTE Courses • Much still to be determined through collaborative rule writing with SBE and guidance from OSPI’s CTE shop • Courses must be a sequence (build upon each other) and offer either dual credit or an industry recognized credential • Core Plus branded programs automatically qualify 
	The CTE pathway is the most exciting addition to the new graduation pathways; nothing like it has been done before in Washington state. The State Board of Education will provide more information about this pathway through rulemaking, which will drive additional assistance to the field. 
	The law provides some guidance that is helpful for districts to consider while additional information and technical assistance is being developed. The CTE courses must be a sequence, which is defined in a related statute () as a progression of multiple courses which are technically intensive and rigorous. 
	RCW 28A.700.030

	The sequence of courses must also allow students to either earn dual credit or an industry recognized credential; and the CTE courses must lead to employment, postsecondary education, and/or an apprenticeship. OSPI is working on a process to develop a list of qualifying industry recognized credentials in order to support this pathway. 
	If the sequence of courses meets the curriculum requirements of Core Plus, that also qualifies for the CTE graduation pathway. 
	June 2019 | 22 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement ASVAB • Intent is to align with entrance requirements with military services • SBE will provide clarifying language through rules. 
	The intent of the legislation for this pathway is to meet the entrance requirements for the military services. The State Board of Education will be clarifying the language for this pathway through their rule writing. More information will be coming throughout 2019. 
	June 2019 | 23 All students prepared for postsecondary pathways, careers, and civic engagement Resources • OSPI website http://www.k12.wa.us/GraduationRequirements/HB1599.aspx • SBE website http://www.sbe.wa.gov/our-work/graduation-requirements 
	The work of implementation is on-going and OSPI will continue to provide guidance to the field. 
	OSPI has identified an implementation manager for this bill, Katherine Mahoney. You can reach her 
	at Katherine.Mahoney@k12.wa.us 




